SIP Trunking

On-demand scale for
all your business
communications needs

Improve the quality of your communications
network by adopting a service that’s designed to be
more reliable than PRI’s. Our SIP trunks are built to
scale, can enhance an existing PBX infrastructure,
include custom routing, and provide you with a
completely customizable networking solution that
adapts to your needs and is more reliable than
traditional PRI’s.

Are you paying for more capacity
than you need?
Create a communications network that’s consistent
with your company’s needs using our flexible SIP
trunking service. Instantly adapt to higher demand
whenever necessary while reducing upfront costs.
Drive more value out of your existing PBX
investment. Our SIP trunking service is compatible
with certified PBX vendors, including Avaya, Mitel,
Cisco, ShoreTel, Panasonic, and many more.
Easily aggregate all remote locations to a single,
redundant SIP connection—giving you more
flexibility over your communications costs.

Highlights
More reliable than
a traditional PRI

Unlimited US and
Canadian calling

Global Number
Coverage

Certified with
Popular (Major)
PBXs

“G12 made the transition to SIP trunking
easy. Their experienced team of
professionals walked us through the
deployment process, assisted with the
SIP truck setup, number porting and
cutover. It was a very easy process.”
- Shawn Shiroma

Book a demo with G12 Communications today.

SIP Trunking

A digital service for all your
network routing needs

Leverage your existing
PBX investment

Support for 911 calls
Prepare for emergencies and stay compliant with

Drive more value out of your existing PBX system with

current laws with 911 and Enhanced 911 (E911) calling

an SIP trunking solution that’s compatible with leading

capabilities. Emergency calls are associated with the

PBX providers, such as Cisco, Avaya, and more.

caller’s address by telephone number.

Pay for what you use

Scale on demand

Eliminate unnecessary expenses every month by

Grow from 5 to 1,000 trunks in just seconds. Get the

keeping your costs aligned with your capacity. Keep

voice and data infrastructure you need—when you

your costs predictable with per session pricing.

need it. Effortlessly increase call capacity whenever
you’re ready.

Trusted IP infrastructure

Fully encrypted communications

Rely on dynamic failover and on-site redundancy. Our

Effortlessly maintain compliance and ensure the

SIP trunks deliver calls to multiple IPs or IP providers

confidentiality of your communications with secure

to prevent outages and keep your communications

SIP trunking that leverages the TLS/SRTP

flowing at all times.

encryption standards.

24/7 support
Take control of your communications with ongoing
support from our team of SIP trunking specialists.
Our help desk is available 365 days a year, 24/7.

Rely on flexible infrastructure you
can trust with our enterprise-grade
SIP trunking service.

Book a demo with G12 Communications today.
www.g12com.com
1 (877) 311-8750 | sales@g12com.com

